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Evaluating a Large Number of 
Station and Alignment Alternatives 

SALLYE E. PERRIN AND GREGORY P. BENZ 

A novel three-step evaluation process was used to select the final 
alignment t<dion loca1ions. and construction method for the 
'Maryland Mass Transit Administnuion·s mil trnnsit ext nsi n inro 
northea t Bahimore. During preliminary engineering of th is sub
way line , known as Section C, several station box locations for 
two stations, numerous route alignments, and two tunnel con
s1ruc1ion techniques resulted in 24 altern ative designs for the 
extension. Over a dozen eva luation categories , many with mul
lipl ' criteria had to be addres. cd including cost patron access . 
consuuctability, environmental and community impacts. and joint 
devel pment potential. A conven tional evaluation matrix was not 
a pm tica l n r appropriate means to select th • best option . T he 
eva luat ion procedure u. ed had three seeps-the first of which 
\ a · a con 1ruc1ion method I gy valua tion conducted wi thin a 
capital cost threshold established by a financing cap. Then. indi
vidual component · that made up the alternatives such <is a ration 
location, were evaluated to detern1ine 1he be t-to-wou ranking 
against the relevant crit eria. The alternative· that inclnded che 
most top-rnnked components we r then ·va lu ated using a focused 
display matrix that included only those crite ria clmt distingui ·hed 
the rem~1 ining alterna1iv . Thi procedu re, which was ucccssful 
in identifying the plan ror 1hc extension now under con truction 
pro,1i le · a practical means enabling engineers, 11 rchitcct., plan'. 
ners. operators, and policy rnakers to manage a kirge number of 
alternatives and evaluation criteri a . 

When the number of alternatives and evaluation criteria 
exceeded the practicability of a conventional evaluation m atrix, 
an innovative three-step evaluation procedure was developed 
and successfully applied. The procedure demonstrates that a 
complex set of alternatives can be evaluated by disaggregating 
the alternatives into components and focusing on the distin
guishing features among the alternatives rather than the abso
lute measures. The procedure reduces the number of alter
natives and criteria to a manageable number that can be handled 
by more conventional evaluation techniques. 

Section C of th e Baltimore Metro will extend service from 
downtown at Charles Center into the northeast section of 
the city to the Johns Hopkins Hospital medical center. The 
extension will be about 1.5 mi in length and will include 
two stations-one called Shot Tower/Market Place on the 
eastern side of Baltimore's central business district, and one 
at Johns Hopkins Hospital, a major employment center. All 
the facilities for the extension to Johns Hopkins Hospital are 
underground, through an area that was part of the early set
tlement area of Baltimore. Subsurface features include wa ter
saturated soils, a reas where the harbor was filled, old and 
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modern utilities (including a conduit built in 1910 that carries 
the Jones Falls stream), and potenti al archaeological features. 
The extension, consisting of twin circular tunnel trackways 
driven partially with compressed air , is now in construction . 
The stations will both be built by cut-and-cover methods, i.e ., 
open excavation from the surface. 

At the end of the UMT A Alternatives Analysis/Draft Envi
ronmental Impact Statement (AA/DEIS) process for the rail 
transit project , the alternative extending from the present 
metro terminus at the Charles Center Station under Baltimore 
Street, continuing eastward below Fayette Street, and sub
sequently northward under Broadway to a new terminus at 
Johns Hopkins Hospital, was selected as the preferred alter
native (see Figure 1). Several variations of the preferred alter
native merited further investigation during the preliminary 
engineering/final environmental impact statement (PE/FEIS) 
phase of the project. Design options that were to be evaluated 
and refined during PE/FEIS included alignments below either 
Baltimore Street or Fayette Street; shallow or deep profiles ; 
cut-and-cover construction instead of shield-driven, soft-ground , 
and rock tunne ling ; variations in the location of stations and 
station entrances; rail-bus transfer facilities; and other pos
sible changes in the then-defined characteristics of the 
preferred alternative. 

The initial phase of the PE/FEIS consisted of an evaluation 
of alternatives leading to a recommendation for the design 
alternative to be chosen for advancement into preliminary de
sign. The process was used to evaluate alternative alignment 
and station options and construction methodologies . 

BASIC BUILDING BLOCKS 

The set of alte rnatives for the Metro Extension resulted from 
the combination of various station locations, crossovers, align
ments, and different methods of construction . A total of 24 
possible alternatives were de fined . A tradi tio nal evaluation 
process that would compare thi ~et of 24 a lte rnatives was 
dete rmined to be 100 cumber ·ome, and, more important 
individual differentia ting factors relative to station locations 
and construction methodology tended to be overshadowed by 
alignme nt issues. 

Because the alternatives were defined by stations and cross
over locations , alignments, and construction methods, a basic 
building block approach was applied for comparing the com
ponents. The individual compone nts that make up each alter
native were as essed individually to arrive at the preferred 
option. The components were termed 
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FIGURE 1 Preferred alignment-AA/DEIS. 
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• Conditions. Refers to station locations and related cross
over variations. There are nine conditions, five at Shot Tower/ 
Market Place and four at John · Hopkins Ho pita!. Some sta
tion locations, especially a l ho t Tower/Market Place , are 
only pos ·ible with certain alignment options. 

• Alig11111e11ts. There are four alignment variations, one on 
Faye tte Slreet, one on Balt imore Street , and two alternatives 
that transition from Baltimore Street to Fayette Street at 
different locations. 

• Construction Methodology. Refers to the mix and extent 
of cut-and-cover construction and tunneling . 

The nine station conditions are as follows: 

•Shot Tower/Market Place 
-Condition 1: West of the Jones Falls Boulevard under 

Baltimore Street. 
-Conditiou 2: Straddling the Jones Falls Boulevard under 

Baltimore Street. 
-Condition 3: East of the Jones Falls Boulevard under 

Baltimore Street. 
-Condition 4: East of the Jones Falls Boulevard under 

private property, diagonally between Baltimore and 
Fayette Streets . 

-Condition 5: Underground station east of the Jones 
Falls Boulevard, in Fayette Street. 
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•Johns Hopkins Ho. pita/ Station (all under Broadway with 
tailtrack immediate ly north of 1 latform) 

-Condition 6: North oriented with direct connection to 
the north bus transfer facility . No . 10 crossover immediate ly 
south of platform. 

-Condition 7: More southerly oriented than Condition 
6, indirect connection to north bus transfer facility . No. 15 
crossover located on Fayette Street west of curve. 

-Condition 8: Same platform location as Condition 7, 
with direct connection to north bus tran fer facility and 
hospital developmem. No cro s ver immedia tely south of 
p'latform. 
-Coudition 9: Mo t outherly oriented i> tati n locati n 

with direct connection to south bus transfer faci li ty and 
hospital development. N . 10 cross ver immediate ly outh 
of platform . 

The four alignment variations all start under Baltimore Street 
at the existing Charles Center Station. They are summarized 
below: 

• Alignment I . A Fayette Street alignment that transitions 
from Baltimore Street to Fayette Street near Gay Street. and 
then curves over to Broadway, north of Orleans Stre t . A 
refined version of the Fayette Street alignment shown in the 
AA/DEIS. 
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• Alignment JI. A Baltimore Street and Fayette Street 
alignment that transitions to Fayette Street at about Eden 
Street, and then curves over to Broadway, north of Orleans 
Street (same as Alignment I). This alignment is a refined 
version of the Baltimore Street alignment shown in the AA/ 
DEIS. 

• Alignment Ill. A Baltimore Street alignment, continues 
under Baltimore Street all the way to a block east of Caroline 
Street where it curves over to Broadway at a point just south 
of Fayette Street. (Does not follow Fayette Street at all.) 

• Alignment IV. A variation of Alignment II that stays 
under Baltimore Street only as far as the Jones Falls Boule
vard where it curves up to Fayette Street, and then curves 
over to Broadway north of Orleans Street (same in this section 
as in Alignments I and II). 

The combination of variations in conditions, alignments, and 
construction methodologies resulted in 24 alternatives that 
were evaluated by this process. These alternatives, perhaps 
better designated as "design options," are really design var
iations of the recommended scheme that are out of the AA/ 
DEIS process. However, for the purpose of this evaluation 
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the 24 design options are designated as shown in the matrix 
of Figure 2. 

OUTLINE OF THE PROCESS 

The evaluation was conducted in three steps. In the first step, 
comparative costs for each alternative were reviewed to deter
mine if a significant cost saving could be realized by cut-and
cover construction versus tunneling for the alignments. The 
evaluation was performed within the context of a capital 
financing cap established by the amount of funds available 
from an Interstate transfer. 

In the second step, the components that make up the alter
natives (conditions and alignments) were assessed against 
measures that reflect the key factors and issues at each station 
area and along the alignment. The information was presented 
in a simple matrix with a relative rating given to the condi
tion or alignment for each evaluation measure. The measures 
fell under seven major headings that best distinguished sig
nificant differences among the station conditions and align
ments. To summarize the evaluation, an overall preferred 

Line Structure Construction Features 

Alignment Altematlve Station Condition Wes1 of Jones Falls Blvd I East of Jones Falls Blvd I Curve in Broad 

Oescrip1ion Marl<e1 Place Johns Hopkim Tunnel Cul & Cover I Tunnel Cut & Cover #15 Crossover 1 Tunnel Cut& Cover 

I. 5 6 • • I 
Fayette I.A. 5 7 • • • • 

(Alignment I) l.A.1. 5 7 • • I • 
l.A.2. 5 7 • • I • 
II. 1 6 • • • 

Baltimore II .A. 2 6 • • • 
(Alignment II) 11.B. 3 6 I • • 

11 .C. 1 7 I • I • 
11.C.1 . 1 7 I I I I 
11.D. 2 7 I I I I 
11 .D.1 2 7 I I I • 
11.E. 3 7 • • I • 
Ill. 1 8 • • • 

Baltimore/Broadway Ill.A. 2 8 I • • 
(Alignment Ill) 111.A.1 . 2 8 I I I 

111.8. 3 8 • • I 
111.C. 1 9 • I • 
111.D. 2 9 I • • 
111.E. 3 9 • • • 
IV. 1 6 • • • 

Baltimore/Fayette IV.A. 4 6 • • • (Alignment IV) IV.B. 1 7 • • I • IV.C. 4 7 I I I • IV.C.1 . 4 7 • • • • 
FIGURE 2 Alternatives description matrix. 
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asses. ment rating was given to those conditions and alignment 
that were clearly bette r. Once this step was completed. th 
over-all asses ment wa carried over to Step 3 (A lternatives 
Assessment). 

rn the thrrd tep , the preferred condition and alignments 
were entered iato a second matrix tha1 Ii ted all f 1l1e re main
ing aJteroative,~. Because each a lternative compri cd variou 
station conditi n and alignments thi. step involved identi
fying the alternntivc that included tbt: greatest number of 
preferred condition · and alignment . By this proce. . the 
alternatives Uiat did not include preferred conditions or a!jgn
ments were quickly eliminated and an overall preferred alter
native (or alternative ) wa identified. If a clear choice did 
not emerge from the second matrix, further evaluations could 
proceed with the most promising alternatives identified at that 
point. 

Step 1: Comparative Costs for Construction Methods 

As part of the process l.eading to an evaluation of each of the 
defined alternative , th need for comparative co t estimates 
wa determined. It was anticipated that there might be . ig
nificant differences in con tructi n and right-of-way costs 
between the set of alternatives that involved driven tunnel s 
and those that employed cut-and-cover construction for the 
line sections, and that these differences might off et other 
advantage and disadvantages that could be attributed to an 
a lternate. F r the purp se of thi examination, the co, t es ti
mating would only involve tho e e lement that were unique 
to each alternative and those elements that were common to 
all would be excluded at this time. It was also established at 
this time that the total project had a $300 million (1986 dollar ) 
funding cap and any alternative that exceed d that amount 
would be viewed as fatally flawed and eliminated from further 
evaluation. 

The basic elements for each alternative estimate were the 
·tat ion structures and the specific line tru ture l:o11figura1ion 
for that alternative, which were developed a round the hori
zontal and vertical alignments for each , and con trnction by 
a method determined by the ·ite- pecific geotechnical req uire
ments at each location. ll wa · assumed that all station struc
tures would be constructed from the top down with cut-and
cover construction. The co t estimate for lation would include 
an tructural e lements and comractor', co ·ts to build the sta
tion shell bu t would not include starion fini h or mechanical 
and electrical co t that would be essentially simila r for all 
tation . 

Both for driven tunnel and cut-and-cover con truction 
including applicable station , provisions for underpinning or 
protection of exi ting building· and structures were factored 
into the rnst estimates on a site-specific basis for each alter
native. Because all alternativ require passing under the Jones 
Fall conduit with diffe ring construction methodologies (i.e., 
by driven tmmd, mt-and-cover, or cut-and-cover with a strad
dle station), co t estim11te for each method were incorporated 
into the appropriate alterna1ive. 

As with station structures, these estimates only onsidered 
the structural elements for line structures and contractor's 
costs and did not include trackwork , traction power, train 
control and communications, and ventilation costs, which would 
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be similar for all a lte rnative . In addi tion to the comparati ve 
constrnclion costs for each a lte rnative . preliminary right-of
way co t were developed for each alternative . The right-of
way cost estimate for each a lte rna1ive , combined with rhc 
construction cost timates, provides a total comparative cost 
estimate for each alternative. 

The cost estimates a re shown in Figure 3. An immediate 
and important conclu ion was drawn from these estimates. 
Several alternatives were developed to specifically provide 
for cut-and-cover construction of line structures as an alt~r

nate for driven tunnels on the basis that such a construction 
technique might be mate rially le · co tly (although with sig• 
nificant surface disruptions and community impact ) and should 
therefore be given consideration. Taking into account the 
necessary factors relating to the costs for cut-and-cover con
struction for the specific alignments developed , the compar
ative construction co ts clearly indicated that cut-and-c ve r 
construction was not less costly, but in fact was significantly 
more costly than the driven tunnel comparison alternative. 

Because the reason for including such cut-and-cover alter
native · was not borne oul by the co t estimates, there wa no 
justification for continuing to include those six alternatives in 
the ensuing evaluation of alternative . Accordingly, that set 
was dropped from the list of potential alternatives for 
continued consideration. 

Step 2: Component Assessment 

Evaluation Measures-Alignments and Conditions 

In Step 2 of the evaluation process, evaluation measures were 
reviewed and screened to include those key issues or factors 
that could be used to distinguish the significant differences 
among the various station conditions and alignments. Thus, 
issues that were more or less the same across all of the 
components were not included. 

The measures fell into the following seven major headings: 

• Constructability and cost 
• Patronage and service 
• Traffic impacts during construction 
• Displacement and relocation 
• Environmental impacts 
• Community or agency concerns 
• Private sector participation 

Many of these headings included several distinct issues or 
factors, and those were treated separately. In the following 
paragraphs, each of the evaluation measures is discussed with 
the critical factors affecting the evaluation highlighted . In 
some cases, the measures were applicable only to the station 
conditions and not to the alignments. 

Constructability and Cost 

The constructability feature addressed the degree to which a 
construction project for either a "lation or alignment (tunn I) 
could be anticipa ted to proceed moothly, on schedul - and 
with little potential for additiona l costs due to delay , exte nsiv , 
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Alignment Alternative Station Condttlon 1986 Comparative Costs• 

Description Market Place Johns Hopkins Construction R.O.W. Total 

I. 5 
Fayette I.A. 5 

(Alignment_!) l.A.1. 5 
l.A.2. 5 

II. 1 
Baltimore II.A. 2 

(Alignment II) 11.B. 3 
11 .C. 1 
11.C.1. 1 
11.D. 2 
11.D.1 2 
11.E. 3 

Ill. 1 
Baltimore/Broadway Ill.A. 2 

(Alignment 111) 111.A.1. 2 
111.B. 3 
111.C. 1 
111.D. 2 
111.E. 3 

IV. 1 
Baltimore/Fayette IV.A. 4 

(Alignment IV) IV.B. 1 
IV.C. 4 
IV.C.1 . 4 

FIGURE 3 Comparative cost estimates. 

change orders due to unforeseen field conditions, or con
tractor's claims. In effect, constructability was considered as 
a measure of risk inherent in the construction of any given 
alternative. 

Although constructability would ultimately be reflected in 
cost, it would not be quantifiable at this point in the process 
and, therefore, needed to be considered as one of the mea
sures for evaluating differences between alternatives. The cost 
measure was based on the comparative cost estimates for each 
alternative, as described previously. Engineering factors are 
reflected in the comparative cost estimates and were conse
quently addressed in this evaluation measure. The major var
iations in cost were attributable to the costs associated with 
station conditions rather than alignments, so the station cost 
issues dominated the assessments. Station depth, volume, 
maintenance of traffic (due to use of cut-and-cover construc
tion for stations) and geotechnical concerns were major 
influences on station costs. 

Patronage and Service Aspect 

This category included issues concerned with the relative 
attractiveness, convenience, and safety for the users of the 
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97,918 1,950 99,868 

98,934 1,950 100,884 

113,942 3,460 117,402 

104,695 1,950 106,645 

97,517 1,170 98,687 

97,856 1,170 99,026 

100,290 1,170 101,460 

98,064 1,170 99,234 

125,819 4,300 130, 119 

98,406 1,170 99,576 

123,945 4,300 128,245 

101,024 1,170 102,194 

101,724 1,010 102,734 

101,566 1,010 102,576 

118,025 1,010 119,035 

105,595 1,010 106,605 

99,206 855 100,061 

98,367 855 99,222 

102,394 855 103,249 

95,958 1,220 97,178 

96,849 2,770 99,619 

95,039 1,220 96,259 

98,213 2,770 100,983 

105,376 4,250 109,626 

Metro extension, and the operations of the bus and rail transit 
services as follows: 

Patronage. This measure reflected the attractiveness of a 
station condition to serve generators or attractors of transit 
trips. The travel demand model is relatively insensitive to 
minor variations caused by differing entrance locations in the 
same general area. A more judgmental approach was utilized 
in this analysis to supplement the travel model data . 

Patron Convenience and Safety. This measure related to 
how well a station condition would serve the ridership in the 
surrounding market area. Real or perceived safety concerns 
were included as well to specifically assess patron crossing of 
the Jones Falls Boulevard at Shot Tower/Market Place, either 
at grade or by a pedestrian tunnel connected to the station. 

Bus Passenger Interface. This measure addressed the rel
ative convenience for those transit users who would transfer 
at Johns Hopkins Hospital Station between feeder bus and 
rail transit services. 
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Bus Operations. This subheading addressed the bus rout
ing and operating cost impacts of the various off-street bus 
transfer facility locations associated with the Johns Hopkins 
Hospital Station. 

Ullil Operations. The measure addressed the impact. of a 
condition or alignment on rail service operations and costs 
induding handling of emergency ituution . Th location of 
the crossover at Hopkins is the focus here. It also includes 
station-related operations. 

Traffic Impacts During Construction 

This measure addressed the degree to which the construction 
of an alignment section or station affected traffic flow. The 
elimination of cut-and-cover construction for line sections 
reduced the impact of construction on traffic; however, con
struction access shafts and the delivery and removal of mate
rials associated with tunneling could affect traffic flow. The 
stations and associated facilirie would all be constructed using 
the cut-and-cover construction technique. 

Displacement and Relocation 

This measure is based on the number and character of the 
residences and businesses that would be displaced and would 
have to be relocated. 

Environmental Impacts 

This category focu ed on two area that are of specific concern 
along !he corridor: impacts on parklands and historic prop
ertie and noi. e and vibration impacts from both construction 
and operations. Other environmental concerns were consid
ered in the development of the alternative · however, none 
of the impact · was found to be significan!ly differ nt among 
the various condition · or alignments. The two area · of pccific 
concern are 

Parkland and Historic Areas. This category related to the 
short-term disruption or the long-term impacts of the station 
or alignment on the several open-space or historic structures 
and areas in the corridor . 

Noise and Vibration . This issue addressed construction or 
operational noise and vibration associated with a station or 
alignment. It was a particularly critical concern in the vicinity 
of Church Home Ho pita! and Johns Hopkins Hospital as 
wclJ a · nea r historic structures and where the alignment passed 
beneath structures. 

Community or Agency Concerns 

This measure reflected the positions and attitudes of the var
ious public agencies, community groups, and residents expressed 
at meetings and public hearings during the AA/DEIS phase 
of the project development, or in sub equent meetings. The 
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opinions were concerned primarily with the location of station 
entrances and location of the cut-and-cover construction. 

Private Sector Participation 

This heading addressed the degree to which a station condition 
provided the opportunity for joint development at the station 
or for possible private sector contributions to the capital or 
operational funding for the station. 

Component Assessment 

In the second step of the evaluation, the station conditions 
and alignments were assessed for each of these measures. The 
set of alignments and each set of station conditions were assessed 
. eparntely, because the purpose was to determine the pre
ferred option in each group. The participant in this assess
ment represented the relevant engineering, architectural, 
construction, and operations disciplines to ensure that knowl
edgeable input was provided. 

The evaluation was conducted using indicators t:xpn.:s ing 
the ranking of each option relative to the others within its 
group. The scale used was as follows: 

+ + Significantly better 

+ Better 

o Neutral (or average) 

- Worse 

- Significantly worse 

eutral (or average) meant the component had no ·ignificant 
.impact on that measure relative to the other components. or 
it fell into the middle of the ranking. NA was used in cases 
where the measure was not applicable to the alignment options. 

Figure 4 shows the summary of the evaluation in a matrix 
form. The individual rankings represent the consensus of the 
task force established to conduct the alternatives evaluation. 

The overall assessment for each set of components was as 
follows: 

•Shot Tower/Market Place Conditions. Condition 2, the 
station straddling the Jones Falls Boulevard , clearly ranked 
as the preferred location for the Shot Tower/Market Place 
because it provided direct access to both sides of the Jones 
Fall Bouleva rd (perceived as a community barrier and :s<1fety 
factor), e rved the interest of both the bu ine community 
and the Jonestown neighborh od and had no ignificantly 
wor e adverse impacts comp:ired to the other conditions. 

•Johns Hopkin Hospital 'talion onditions. ondition 8, 
with them zza ninc that provided a direct tie into the northern 
bu facility, the be. c acces re lative t th existing hospital 
and commercial activities and acce 10 the future ho pita! 
development west of Broadway. ranked a the preferred 
arrangement for the Johns Hopkins Hospital talion although 
Condition 6 also lrnd certain attractive features as well. 



Station Condition Alignment I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I II Ill IV 
Baltimore Baltimore Baltimore Diagonal Fayette Broadway Broadway (N) Broadway Broadway Fayette Baltimore Baltimore Baltimote 
M of JFB Straddle E of JFB E ofJFB E of JFB N Oriented ~15 Crossover N Oriented $Oriented Broadwav Fayette 

Construction and Cost 

Constructibility - 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 + - 0 + 0 

Cost 0 0 - 0 - + + - - 0 0 0 0 

Service Aspects 

Patronage + ++ - - - + 0 0 0 NA NA NA NA 

Passenger Convenience & Safety + ++ - - - + - ++ 0 NA NA NA NA 

Bus Passenger Interface 0 0 0 0 0 + - + 0 NA NA NA NA 

Bus Operations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -- NA NA NA NA 

Rail Operations 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Traffic Impacts During Construction 0 - 0 + - -- - - 0 - 0 0 0 

Displacement/Relocation 

Residences 0 0 0 - 0 - - - 0 0 0 0 0 

Businesses 0 0 0 - 0 . - - . 0 0 0 0 

Environmenlal Asn<><"ts 

Parkland/Historic Areas 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

NoiseNibralion - 0 0 0 - - - 0 + - - + -

Anticipated Community Concerns 

Agencies + ++ 0 0 - + + + 0 0 0 0 0 

Neighborhoods . . - - ++ 0 0 0 0 + . -
Business Community ++ + - - - '+ 0 + 0 0 + + + 

Private Sector Participation ++ ++ 0 + 0 0 0 + + NA NA NA NA 

++ Significantly Better + Better o Neutral - Worse -- Significantly Worse NA Not Applicable 

FIGURE 4 Components assessment matrix. 
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A lditi na ll y, ondition 6 had a comparative co. t advantage 
of approximately $3.5 million in te rms of 1986 dollars . Thu , 
the preference for ndition 8 was tempered by the additional 
costs associated with it and Condition 6 was also considered 
as a preferred station condition at Johns Hopkins Hospital 
Station. 

•Alignments. Alignment III was the preferred route of the 
extension, primarily because it was farthest from the Church 
Home Hospital opera ting suiPs on ·ay ttc Street (vibrntio11 
during con. truction issu ), had di tinct adva ntage in con
structibility over other a lignments ffered the greatest flex
ibi lity in electing stati.on locations. and had the least po tenti a l 
for noi e and vibration t be transmitted to sen ·itive receptors 
~ ithout costly mitigating treatme nts. 

Step 3: Alternatives Assessment 

In this step of the assessment process, the preferred station 
conditions and alignments became the basis for the evaluation 
o the alternatives. A tabl listing the remaining alterna tives, 
shown in Figure 5 provided column for indica ting by symbol. 
the preferred station condition and alignment as a result of 
the previous component assessment . The six alternatives that 
included the preferred Baltimore treet/Broadway alignment 
(A lignment TII) received a symbol under the A lignment 
As essment column . The four alternative that contained the 
preferred hot Tower/Marke.t Place Stati n straddling the Jones 
Falls Boulevard (Condition 2) each received a symbol under 
the Shot Tower/Market Place tation A e.s ment c Jumn . 
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In the in tance of the J Im Hopkins Hospital Station 
Assessment column, symbols were shown for both the extended 
mezzanine option (Condition 8) and the north-oriented con
ventional station option (Condition 6). Although onditi on 
8 achieved a lightly higher rating than the preferred Jo hns 
Hopkin H pita! Station condition , the difference in ra ting 
be tween it and Condition 6 wa. minimal and. n indicated 
previously, it carries a higher comparative cost of about $3 .5 
million in 1986 dollars, which was of sufficient magnitude to 
warrant further consideration. Because these two station con
ditions were so close in overall assessment and were the only 
ones to receive a positive compo ite assessment in this group 
the resulting preference for Condi tion 8 was not sufficiently 
strong enough to warrant automatic elimination of Condition 
6 for this step in the process. 

For the purposes of evaluating alternatives to arrive at a 
preferred alternative, any station condition that did not have 
at least a positive composite rating was considered as not 
acceptable for further consideration . On this premise, Station 
Conditions 3, 4, 5, 7, and 9 were therefore eliminated from 
further consideration. 

In the case of the alignment options, the number of appli
cable evaluation factors was fewer and the relative differences 
between them were less pronounced . Consequently, al th ugh 
Alignment III was clearly the preferred option. becau. e the 
cost differences between the alignments are minimal and the 
t'ati n conditions appear to be more dominant in selecting 

an alternative. no alignment was categorized as not acceptable 
at thi time. 

As can be seen from Figure 5 , only Alternative III .A had 
a symbol in all three columns, which meant that it contained 

Alignment Alternative Station Condmon Alignment and Market Place Johns Hopkins 

Description Market Place 

Fayette I. 5 

(Alicmment I) I.A. 5 

II. 1 

II.A. 2 

Baltimore 11 .B. 3 

(Alignment II) 11.C. 1 

11.D. 2 

11.E. 3 

Il l. 1 

Ill.A. 2 

Baltimore/Broadway 111.B. 3 

(Alignment Ill) 

111.C. 1 

111.D. 2 

111.E. 3 

Baltimore/Fayette IV. 1 

(Alignment IV) IV .. ~ . 4 

IV.B. 1 

IV.C. 4 

• Preferred from Figure V-1 

FIGURE 5 Alternatives assessment matrix. 
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8 • • • Higher cost range 

8 • • Hlghes1 cos1 

Cond. 3 unacceptable 

Q • 
9 • • Lower cost range 

Cond 9 unacceptable 

9 • 
6 • 
6 • 7 

7 
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all of the preferred elements: Baltimore/Broadway alignment 
(Alignment III) with a Shot Tower/Market Place Station 
straddling the Jones Falls Boulevard (Condition 2) and the 
extended mezzanine station (Condition 8) at Johns Hopkins 
Hospital. Consequently, it could be considered a preferred 
alternative. 

However, by reference to Figure 3, it can also be seen that 
Alternative III.A has a comparative cost ($102,576) that is in 
the higher range of costs. It was decided, therefore, to review 
those alternatives that had only two symbols, a somewhat 
lesser preferability, but whose comparative costs were signif
icantly lower. There were four alternatives that display two 
symbols, two of which had equal or higher comparative costs, 
one that had lower comparative costs but contained an unac
ceptable station condition and one that had lower comparative 
costs ($99,026), and both preferred station conditions with an 
acceptable, if not preferred, alignment. This last alternative 
was Alternative II.A. 

The evaluation process thus far had reduced the number 
of contending alternatives from 24 to 18 to 2. Comparison 
between Alternatives III.A and II.A needed to be addressed 
with further investigations, as are discussed in the following 
section . 

COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES II.A 
AND III.A 

The assessment areas found to be significant in the comparison 
of Alternatives II.A and Ill.A are shown in Figure 6. 

The first column of Figure 6 lists the assessment areas. The 
next column identifies those assessment areas that are believed 
to be important in making the comparisons between Alter
natives II.A and III.A. The next two columns display the 
summary evaluation for Johns Hopkins Hospital Station Con
ditions 6 and 8. The last two columns are for the combination 
of station condition and route alignment. These last two 
columns also contain an indication as to which is the pre
ferred alternative for that assessment area, wherever such a 
preference can be established. 

It can be seen from Figure 6 that Alternative III.A was 
preferred from the standpoint of noise and vibration, because 
any negative impacts in this area should be easier to mitigate. 
This preference resulted from the fact that the track crossover 
for Alternative III.A is located further away from particularly 
sensitive areas such as the Wilmer Eye Clinic (where micro
surgery is performed), and the alignment is further from the 
Church Home Hospital operating suite . On the other hand, 
the current comparative cost estimates indicated a preference 
for Alternative II.A because it was less expensive than 
Alternative III.A . 

With respect to patronage, the analysis showed that Alter
native II.A was better, but the additional potential patronage 
was so small as to discount this advantage to the point that 
the two should be considered virtually equal. The site condi
tions that help shape station configuration were such that Alter
native III.A was preferred with respect to architectural and 
functional layout. Alternative III.A also offered somewhat 
better geological conditions for tunneling and consequently 
had less design and cost risks or uncertainties . 
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In terms of operating characteristics, Alternative II.A offers 
a shorter overall travel path of about 500 ft. This difference 
becomes a factor in train operating mileage when the line is 
extended north of Johns Hopkins Hospital Station because it 
represents additional car mileage for each one-way trip through 
this segment of the system. Alternative II.A also has an 80-
ft shorter length of line from Charles Center Station to the 
end of construction. On the other hand , Alternative II.A has 
somewhat more curvature. The total angular direction change 
for Alternative II.A is about 143 degrees, versus 123 degrees 
for Alternative III.A. 

Although both alignments require some underground ease
ments for tunneling beneath private property, Alternative 
II.A was somewhat preferable because it avoided easements 
under Church Home Hospital. Discussions and negotiations 
for easements at Church Home Hospital would undoubtedly 
be time consuming, and would include consideration of 
indemnification against damages occurring during construc
tion and operation . However, Alternative III .A offered an 
advantage in ease of mitigation noise and vibration due to 
the physical distances separating the alignment from sensitive 
areas such as the Church Home Hospital operating room and 
the Wilmer Eye Clinic. Finally , Alternative III.A was judged 
to be preferable to II.A with respect to adverse traffic impacts. 

Overall, the cost advantage associated with Alternative II.A 
resulted in its selection as the preferred alternative. Subse
quently, additional noise and vibration analyses were con
ducted and mitigation measures were developed to minimize 
noise and vibration impacts. This alternative has proceeded 
through final design, and construction was initiated in July of 
1989. The extension, as shown in Figure 7, is scheduled for 
revenue operation in 1994. 

SUMMARY 

A procedure enables the evaluation of a large number of 
alternatives against a broad range of criteria and the identi
fication of a preferred alternative, or at least a reduced set 
of alternatives and criteria that can be handled with a more 
traditional evaluation process. The essence of the procedure 
is to isolate significant differences among the alternatives by 
a sequence of disaggregation and aggregation of components 
and sets of alternatives, and identify where the clear prefer
ences exist and where they do not. The procedure also pro
motes a clearer understanding of the evaluation criteria and 
the relative importance of each. In each step, only those 
criteria that differentiate the alternatives are applied. 

This procedure reduces what could be a clearly unmanage
able situation-in this example, 24 alternatives and dozens 
of evaluation criteria-to a series of steps that are not only 
manageable by the participants but also the results and pro
cedure are presentable to others. This procedure has appli
cation to a broad range of transportation planning and design 
conditions. This general procedure has been applied in several 
other transportation planning projects. Recently, it was used 
to define a set of transit alignment options to carry into an 
AA/DEIS for an extension of the Baltimore Central Light 
Rail Transit Project. Here, the objective was not to select a 
preferred alternative, but only to reduce a large number of 



Station Condition Stations and Alionments 

6 +Alignment II I 8 +Alignment Ill 
Assessment Very 

s I a 
Area lmoortant? Assessment 11------~;;~ Assessment Prefer? Comments Prefer? 

Noise and vibration Yes Not as good Better More Problem at JHH and Church - Better - Further Yes 
Home Hospital from crossover 

Comparative Cost Yes Less money More money (Basis for comparison) Yes $3-4 million more for line and station -

Bus/Rail Transfer and -
Patronage Yes Better Not as good Better, but difference is small ? - -

Architectural Function Not as good - -- - -
Operations Length- Yes - - Less, better path Yes Longer path -

Curvature - Yes More Curvature - Less Curvature Yes 

Constructability - - - Not as good - Better geology - Less risk for tunneling Yes 

Easement Requirements Somewhat - - Better, but still a problem Somewhat Not as good because of Church Home -
Ability to Mitigate - - Not as good - Better -
Traffic Construction 
Impact - Not as good Better - - - -

FIGURE 6 Comparison of Alternatives II.A and III.A. 
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FIGURE 7 Baltimore Section C Metro extension. 
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options , many with mix-and-match components , down to a 
set of two to three alternatives that are to be subjected to 
more detailed analysis and evaluation during the alternatives 
analyses process. 
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